
You had a necklace of sun-bleached shells, frail
tickets to the rooftop of the blue –

you spread your white blanket out and took a nap
knowing your atoms would be

rinsed in the indifferent stars, invisible as salt
in the sea, the white caps flecked

across the bay – just that much for everlasting . . .

If God’s in the sky, we’re each one more grain of light
before the tide. Each time I go back

and find you there, humming a Spanish lullaby
for no one or yourself, it’s not

for nothing. It starts me thinking . . . sooner or later,
one land becomes as familiar

as the next to someone who finds herself beseeching
the blossoms of air above her

outstretched arms. God knows what can be substituted
for hope – the great sorrow of the sea aside

as you finger the cloud-colored shells about your neck,
a little sand rattling in them

with the accent of prayer, or the familiar inflection
of the narrow roads you walked

up toward the peaks – Hermasillo, San Ysidro, Alisos Drive –
Where you edged the sky,

and that river of childhood swirled further away
with the sea tossing its mad

white hair below, lonely as a bone worn smooth
with salt, with your last ounce

of loneliness, but your own pure loneliness, nonetheless.

Floating

Slow, late afternoon clouds collide – the indolent motion of lilies
by a pond, a water snake, white music scored on phone lines,

time signatures in the corner of the sky, treble clef and bass –
half, whole, quarter notes, airy flags which compound

the cream-colored magnolia blossoms above the patio, the humming
birds, their lint-light bodies at the feeder, stilled a second
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Radio broadcasts you have heard about
inform the flowers, where the eye can run
down empty boulevards above the ocean.
The few passed their tall shadows on the land.
For a long time they’ve stuck to hard and fast
the familiar weathers, like an English tongue
that is God given, since the world was woven
showing that they were gifted from the start.

My three months in the Pacific Quarterly
were winter months, but winter there is summer
and the rain soaked the nettles under the porch
our visitor got easier over. The cat has got
a habit of lying comfortably in dust.
The greenhouse steams, here lapsing like the shrubs –
a ship departing, shaking old landfill.

Editorials are quills plucked out of air
that leave unprinted history sore
for not only the brilliant green hedges
times the number of afternoons, the decades,
but a loving reference to that empty sadness
your clinamen of a man walking over a hill.

Christopher Buckley
Gabriela Mistral at East Beach, Santa Barbara, 1947

That March, anonymous as the grey driftwood, sand
leaking casually through your hands,

You knew no angels would sweep in from beyond
the waves with a spindrift embrace –

Alone there, near the next step into the sky?
The children all in school, the motel

lobbies empty as the beach and boulevards.
By then, you’d given yourself away

breath by breath around the world, dust settling
on the old shoe box of the heart –
the chalk from abandoned school rooms, a few clouds

powdered above the afternoon . . .
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like the atmosphere, like the old sea-grey brine, circumspect and
awash about my brain. Aside from the hummers’ sugar-engine thrum

the air is becalmed, and I recall a time when my one occupation
was to lie back among the foothill weeds and see what might

suggest itself in the sky, my thoughts as unrestrained as the airless
reach of angels’ wings, their unapplied choirs and confidential harmonies.

Those days off from school my business was to forestall syntax,
the diagramming of the future tense, to stay afloat like cirro-cumulus

at the vacant edge of heaven with nothing but the blank sheet
of my imagination, upon which, true to form then, I impressed

precious little . . . unlike the last 30 freighted years when there
has been little time to stretch out on the sun-bleached recliner

and sip from the brimming cup of the blue, praise the smoky, plum
blossom moon, its empty essential verses – my breath teamed

with the teaming winds, the gift of air with which we first set forth
drifting happily down, overlooking the bright realms of dust.

Beginning with a Phrase from Hernandez

Future of all my bones,
fog too is dust. If the sea
has a soul, it’s salt.

You can find all that
it comes to here – remnants,
clouds curled like boiled shrimp

above the coast line, tracing paper
on the blue, nothing written
beyond the insinuations of wind.

White gulls and godwits,
the invocation of the sun,
fair weather intimations that
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